Farmer Ben Bulletin: Soybean Activity Page

Word Search
Soybeans have many uses – using the word bank find the uses in the puzzle.

Word Bank

mayonnaise  ink  tofu  cereal  sunscreen
margarine  bread  medicine  glue  soap
shampoo  plastic  insulation  butter  rubber
paint  candles  furniture  chocolate  crayons

Bonus! Find the use NOT listed in the Word Bank.
Parts of the Soybean

Label the soybean with the correct term.

Word Bank
SEED COAT
EMBRYO
COTYLEDON

Outside cover that protects the seed.

Part of a seed that develops into a new plant, including the stem, leaves and roots.

First leaf or pair of leaves within the embryo.
A part of the seed that stores food.

Crossword

Across
2. When soybeans are processed, the ___ or outer shell is removed.
4. Henry ___ demonstrated the strength of soybeans using one of his cars.
5. ___ studied soybeans at Tuskegee Institute.
6. Most Virginia soybeans are crushed for ___ or soymeal.
7. Soybeans are small round ___.
8. The seed ___ is the outer protective cover.

Down
1. You might color a picture using soy ___.
3. Both humans and ___ eat food with soybeans.
5. Farmers in ___ began growing soybeans more than 5000 years ago.
7. You might use this soybean product in the shower.

Word Bank
CARVER
CHINA
COAT
CRAYONS
FORD
HULL
LIVESTOCK
OIL
SEEDS
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